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ABSTRACT Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are aggregated, combined and analyzed for suitable

treatment planning and safe therapeutic procedures of patients. Integrated EHRs facilitate the examination,

diagnosis and treatment of diseases. However, the existing EHRs models are centralized. There are several

obstacles that limit the proliferation of centralized EHRs, such as data size, privacy and data ownership

consideration. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology and algorithm to handle the mining of

distributed medical data sources at different sites (hospitals and clinics) using Association Rules. These

medical data resources cannot be moved to other network sites. Therefore, the desired global computation

must be decomposed into local computations to match the distribution of data across the network. The

capability to decompose computations must be general enough to handle different distributions of data and

different participating nodes in each instance of the global computation. In the proposed methodology, each

distributed data source is represented by an agent. The global association rule computation is then performed

by the agent either exchanging some minimal summaries with other agents or travelling to all the sites and

performing local tasks that can be done at each local site. The objective is to perform global tasks with

a minimum of communication or travel by participating agents across the network, this will preserve the

privacy and the security of the local data. The proposed association rule mining methodology will be used

for heart disease prediction using real heart disease data. These real data exist at different clinics and cannot

be moved to a central site. The proposed model protects the patient data privacy and achieves the same results

as if the data are moved and joined at a central site. We also validate the extracted association rules from all

the data providers using an independent test datasets.

INDEX TERMS Association rules, medical distributed databases, electronic health care records, agents,

data privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic Health Care Records (EHRs) are widely used in

various healthcare institutions, such as hospitals and clinics.

EHR contains a great collection of medical and health care

information on symptoms, diagnosis, laboratory tests, other

diagnostic tests, and treatments and is therefore a potential

source of data for pragmatic trials, evaluations of drug safety,

epidemiologic studies, and various health care organization

evaluations. Information recorded in the EHRs has the capa-
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bility to revolutionize a health care system through careful

analysis and interpretation of data, feedback, and change

implementation. Their utilities are not limited to supporting

financial and administrative operations or maintaining patient

records.

The use of EHRs also help to deliver efficient health-

care and improve the quality of patient care. Careful

evaluation of EHR data quality and applicability can sup-

port different scientific and clinical evaluations. With the

right mining approach, EHRs can be an effective tool

for diagnosing and predicting disease. It can also help in

prescribing treatments [1], [2]. This will help to provide
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international standards for interoperable applications that use

health, economic, social, behavioral, and environmental data

to communicate, interpret, and act intelligently upon complex

healthcare information to promote precision medicine and a

learning health system. In the past years, various data mining

algorithms have been developed to extract data from the

EHR [1], [3]–[6].

A. DISTRIBUTED DATA SOURCES

Computing situations that are beginning to emerge in the

networked environment require data and knowledge from a

number of geographically distributed sites to be simultane-

ously considered. A number of geographically distributed

databases together form an implicitly specified global dataset

that contains all the data relevant for a computation. For

example, some pattern discovery tasks may require simulta-

neous consideration of data, parts of which reside in medical

databases, labor statistics databases, and employment related

databases. Each of these is a huge database and resides on

a different site in a different city (clinics or hospital). One

cannot hope to easily move all these databases to a single

computer site, merge or join them, and then execute an algo-

rithm with the tuples in the resulting humongous database.

It would be desirable to have algorithms that let the indi-

vidual databases reside at their own sites and work with

an imagined implicit join of the databases by decomposing

themselves into localized computations such that each local-

ized computation can be performed locally within a single

site using its physical database. A common constraint in these

situations is that the data cannot be moved to other network

sites due to security, size, privacy and data ownership consid-

erations. An example of such situations is, we may need to

compute decision trees, association rules, or some complex

statistical quantities using data from a census database, a dis-

eases database, a labor statistics database, and a few pollution

databases located in ten different cities across the country. It is

impossible to bring these databases together and join them

for performing some computations. Also, a new instance of

some computation may require data from a different set of

participating nodes and databases. In real life, medical data is

naturally distributed. That is, each database is distributed and

owned by an individual organization (hospital), where data

from various organizations, or hospitals, cannot bemoved due

to privacy, size, or data ownership considerations.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to apply the asso-

ciation rules algorithm in a distributed fashion for predicting

heart diseases, without the need to move the local datasets.

Some data mining projects may require data from multiple

sites. In order to enable shared access to the healthcare record,

data integration is necessary [7]. The obstacle we are dealing

with is, the selection of essential data from these geographi-

cally distributed systems, without moving databases. By not

moving local datasets, such distributed healthcare systems

increased the privacy of patients’ data. Another rising issue

in healthcare systems, is the distribution of patient infor-

mation among various healthcare organizations. Since each

healthcare organization has only the records of their clients

(patients), most hospitals are limited to constructing their

individual decision-making models, with the help of mini-

mally accessible data at their electronic healthcare systems.

Having generous load of data is crucial for building and

training decision models from medical input [5]. Therefore,

we introduce a privacy-preserving data mining scheme for

horizontally distributed medical data. We develop a data inte-

gration model using association rules for predicting heart dis-

eases, given medical data from various health organizations,

without moving or exposing patient records from any of the

particular resources (i.e. hospital). Our objective is to set up

a disease prediction model that can obtain data from various

facilities, located at different geographical locations, without

exposing patient’s data.

B. DATA MINING

Data mining is the process of discovering interesting pat-

terns and knowledge from large amount of data. The data

sources can include databases, data warehouses, other infor-

mation repositories, or data that are streamed into the system

dynamically [8]. In healthcare systems, numerous medical

data are stored in databases in the form of images, charts,

texts and digits. Unfortunately, the surplus stored medical

data is not widely used for disease diagnosis and prediction

purposes. The question is, how to convert such stored data

into information and knowledge? And the answer to making

knowledge discovery achievable from the stored data is data

mining tools.

Many research works emphasize collecting the right infor-

mation, allowing correct decisions or assistance to be taken

in the timely prevention of illness. The extraction of accurate

knowledge from stored data not only helps to maintain and

prevent certain diseases, but also helps to diagnose and treat

patients. Association rules play an important role as a data

mining technique, in the medical field, for boosting disease

prediction. They can predict diseases from a few subsets of

attributes. Association rules can also avoid dataset fragmen-

tation because every rulemay be overlappingwith other rules.

For these reasons, association rules are in a favorable position

among standard supervisedmachine learning algorithms such

as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9], logistic regression [9]

and Decision Tree [10], [11]. In medical domain, a concern

that may arise while using association rules is the massive

number of produced rules due to low support metric. Con-

sequently, a large number of medically irrelevant rules are

included in the produced set. For these reasons, search con-

straints were introduced in [4], [12] to eliminate irrelevant

patterns. These also reduce data overfit while searching for

association rules, which are then validated using a separate

dataset (test sample) [9].

The association rules were generated from medical heart

datasets with heart perfusion measurements in [3]. Each rule

serves as an anticipating motif, and is part of a larger dataset.

From a medical perspective, the association rules provide

associations of individual sets of attributes; for example, heart
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measurements and risk factors. When using binary attributes,

the aim is to find the existence or absence of a heart dis-

ease. Recently, privacy preserving techniques for horizontally

and vertically distributed systems, were established on a star

topology where an agent is required [7], [13]–[17]. Every

facility distributed data with an untrusted third party-central

agent. This agent was responsible for establishing the inte-

grated predictive design. However, these models were subject

to high communication costs due to frequent data transfers

with the central agent. Therefore, in our approach, we are

designing a new prediction model, with information gath-

ered from various horizontally distributed databases, without

transferring confidential patient records. As a result, patients’

privacy is preserved. Our method introduces distributed algo-

rithm for mining association rules, based on weighted rules

which are generated in accordance with rule’s confidence

and local data size. Then, the integrated model uses an inde-

pendent test data to generalize the extracted rules on the

distributed databases, instead of having specific rules for each

individual local database. The main contributions of our work

are summarized as follows:
1) Design a model to deal with the distributed databases,

based on constrained association rules and minimum

metrics, for horizontally distributed systems. Search

constraints are used to eliminate the number of irrel-

evant patterns produced.

2) Design an integration algorithm that does not need

a third-party agent. The integration process general-

izes the rules of the extracted association by obtaining

a medical summary only from individual healthcare

organizations, without affecting the privacy of patient

records.

3) Propose a validation process using the train and test

approach. We validate the integration of the predictive

decision-making model using separate (disjoint) test

dataset.

4) Demonstrate the performance of the proposed decom-

posable algorithm using heart-narrowing patient

records, collected from various geographical locations.
The article is organized into various sections as follows:

Section II presents the problem formulation and the inte-

gration methodology of the databases, Section III presents

the related work, Section IV presents the proposed tech-

nique, Section V presents the experimentation and results,

and finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we provide the description on different types

of data distribution and the proposed methodology to manage

these medical distributed databases without moving and join

at one node. As mentioned earlier, we assume that each node

possesses a component database containing a set of attributes.

Computerized data from healthcare institutions is expand-

ing exponentially as a result of the use of new informa-

tion systems. These information systems are segregated on

the basis of the type of data stored and where they are

FIGURE 1. Model diagram: EHRs.

used. They work separately from each other, because they

are localized stand-alone systems. In order to improve the

quality of healthcare services by granting shared access to

data, healthcare systems are opting for the integration of

data sources. Hospitals call for special integration architec-

ture for several purposes, such as avoiding data redundancy,

which may result in extra work and extra communication

costs, and supporting the decision-making process that may

help in diagnosis and prediction of disease. In addition to

previous applications, patient data are available for disease

treatment, administration and research purposes. Data privacy

and ownership should be considered before embracing EHRs

systems [5], [18], [19].

In this work, we consider that each medical database com-

ponent resides at different local sites (clinics or hospital).

Fig. 1 demonstrates the model of a distributed EHRs (various

local sites such as pharmacies, hospitals and clinics) and

the integrated model. Each medical source is geographically

positioned at a distinct location. Moving datasets from local

sites to another location is not a valid solution for a variety

of reasons, such as data ownership consideration, privacy,

communication overhead and data size. However, a generous

amount of data is required to build a decision model from

medical data.

Medical data are dispersed across various distributed

databases; thus, shared access is crucial for practitioners (doc-

tors, nurses and pharmacists) to deliver better patient care.

In order to help practitioners utilize data mining tools and to

provide easy access to efficient information, data integration

is required for administrative and health implementation.

In this paper, we are introducing a model to handle distributed

databases and an association rule algorithm to mine this

model.

In this research, patient data containing numerical and

categorical values are transformed into transactions where

each item relates to a single numeric domain or categorical

value. The integration methodology of the databases is as

detailed below. Table (1) shows the symbols used in this

paper.
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TABLE 1. Notations used.

A. IMPLICIT GLOBAL DATABASE

The implicit global database D exists as fragments that are

distributed over various local sites. Each site si stores a com-

ponent Di of the database D, containing data at si in the form

of tuples such that each tuple includes a distinct or same set

of attributes. The distribution strategy of databases require

‘‘move and Join’’ operation to construct the implicit global

database D from the components Di’s.

B. INTEGRATION OF DISTRIBUTED DATABASES

In this section, we assume that the global database D is

distributed as local database components over all the local

sites The distribution described above is considered as an

implicit global database. The global database D can be gen-

erated at the end user or central site through the join of its

component relations and can provide remarkable data suitable

for performing computation as well as mining activities using

association rules. The key focus of the proposed scheme

is to mine the implicit global database D using association

rules by maintaining the data locally as Di at the local site

si and minimize the data communication between the sites.

As a result, the local results of each database Di at a site si
will only be transmitted to the coordinator or central site for

aggregation.

The mathematical formulation of the proposed problem

can be described as follows: consider for example, the set of

n components of databases Di’s are distributed at sites si’s

where, each site holds a set of tuples. Then, the global implicit

D includes the union of tuples of the local components,

as shown in Equation 1.

D =

n⋃

i=1

Di, (1)

The proposed scheme emphasizes on determining the asso-

ciation rules of implicit D through minimal communication

of messages among the local sites. Therefore, the global

computation task is divided into local computations. As a

result, the aggregation of local computation results can help

to produce the global association rules. This can be formu-

lated mathematically in general as follows: Consider that a

function F is applied on the database D to obtain the result

FIGURE 2. Aggregation process at coordinator site using statistical
summaries from the local sites.

R as given in Equation (2). As stated previously, the required

distributed computation is the derivation of association rules

corresponding toD. Here, we can denote F as the algorithmic

implementation for the derivation of association rules for D,

where R represents the obtained association rules for D.

R = F(D), (2)

Each local site performs local computation on its respective

database component. The local results are then exchanged

through communication with the central site (or coordinator)

to obtain the global results of computation from the compo-

nents D1 to Dn. The corresponding realization of function F

as given in Equation (2) can be rewritten as:

R = H [h1(D1), h2(D2), h3(D3) . . . , h4n(Dn)], (3)

Here, hi(Di) represents the i
th si’s local computation imple-

mented on Di at si such that, the operation H represents

the aggregation of the results of local computations executed

by the coordinator. Each problem involves a distinct set of

h-operators (his) and the features ofH and hi relies on the par-

ticipated Dis. Finally, the central site would compute R from

the Dis. Fig. 2 shows the process by which the coordinator

site computes R from the Dis. A local computation hi(Di) is

performed at every local site si using the database Di. The

results of these local computations are aggregated using the

operation H at the coordinator.

III. RELATED RESEARCH

The purpose of using Electronic Health Records (EHRs)

is to provide more efficient and effective health care [20].

As health care systems are expanding, digital data is also

increasing. These systems are grouped based on their loca-

tion, and the sort of data stored in them; such as Hospital

Information Systems (HIS), Radiology Information Systems

(RIS), Laboratory Information Systems (LIS) and Picture

Archiving&Communication System (PACS) [21]. Evenwith

the advantages of EHRs in disease diagnosis and prediction,

they are still not widely adopted by physicians [22]. Some

of the barriers that restrain physicians from using EHRs
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are concerns about confidence and privacy [23], inability to

find an EHRs that meets their needs [24], and lack of data

exchange between EHRs and other data systems such as labs,

oncology, and cardiology [25]. The main barrier may lie in

inter institutional integration, where practitioners are unable

to access EHRs to benefit from patient data, and have to refer

hard copy documents [26].

Data mining is used in many healthcare applications by

extracting numerous, useful information concealed in huge

quantities, and providing decision support [2], [27]. The study

in [28] gives a general view for data mining process in

healthcare, by giving descriptive information on knowledge

discovery in databases, data warehousing, Business Intelli-

gence and data mining methods. Patient’s old health records,

test history, and individual details are utilized by data min-

ing tools. Thus, precautions can be taken if symptoms are

detected, and physicians can minimize the effect or even

avoid the disease [29]. The use of data mining in healthcare

provides numerous advantages such as, recognizing fraud in

health insurance, prediction and diagnosis of disease, hospital

infection control, and building smart treatment system with

recommended drugs suitable for patient’s case [30], [46].

In [6] the author provides a study of data mining and knowl-

edge discovery tools in healthcare. It examines the use of

different data mining tools such as classification, clustering,

association, and regression. For example, artificial neural

network (ANN) is used in prediction of skin cancer using a

multi-parameterized artificial neural network to predict the

risk of growing non-melanoma skin cancer in [31]. Also, con-

volutional neural network (CNN) effectively predict chronic

disease eruption in disease communities, and was examined

on cerebral infarction disease in [32]. Despite its advantages,

ANN requires high execution time and it is hard to explain.

Classification technique such as k-nearest neighbor (KNN)

was used in [33] to predict the chronic kidney disease from

health data with environmental elements. Unlike neural net-

works (NN), KNN is simple to be implemented and trained,

however, it is sensitive to noise. Another classification tech-

nique is decision tree (DT), which is easy to interpret and

can handle both numerical and categorical data. However, it is

limited for a single output attribute and its performance relies

on dataset type, whichmakes it an unstable technique. Several

decision trees were used in [34] to predict liver diseases. The

paper provides a comparison of calculated performance of

different decision tree models, such as e J48, Logic Model

Tree (LMT), Random Forest, Random tree, Reduced Error

Pruning tree (REPTree), Decision Stump, and Hoeffding

Tree. In other studies, multiple classification techniques were

used to improve prediction and classification, such as com-

bining decision tree with neural network in [35], [36]. In these

studies, DT andNNwere used to predict lung tumor and heart

attack, respectively. Support vector machine (SVM) is one of

themost used classifiers by researchers in themedical domain

because of its high accuracy compared to other classifiers.

This is because SVM classifiers have less over fitting issues

and can simply deal with complex nonlinear data points.

SVM is used in various healthcare studies, such as genetic

SVM technique in analyzing heart valve disease. The model

in [37] selects essential features, and classify the output sig-

nal from ultrasound of heart valve. In [38], [39], SVM was

used to evaluate the classification of malignant and benign

breast cancer. However, SVM is computationally expensive,

as it requires accurate kernel function and to produce distinct

output for each dataset.

Association rules (ARs) is an important data mining

method in the medical field as it searches for interesting

patterns and relationships between diseases and symptoms.

The use of association rules has been extended to develop

predictive models [40]. Association rules were used to find

associations between perfusion measurement attributes of

activated brain areas for early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s dis-

ease in [41]. The process started by searching for activated

brain regions of interest using estimation methods, which are

then used as an input for association rules algorithm. The

proportion of activated regions of the brain are related to

support and confidence metrics. Using association rules with

different classifiers, results in higher output accuracy and

better quality, compared to the individual classifiers as shown

in [42], which proposes a predictive model for Dengue fever

using multiple rule-based classifiers (decision tree, rough set

classifier, naive Bayes, and associative classifier). Perfor-

mance of each classifiers separately, as well as all classifiers

combined were discussed. In [49], a fast association rule

mining algorithm with low memory requirements based on

the MapReduce framework was proposed. The work in [50]

defined a new concept that produces multitask rules.

All of the above works use sequential algorithms and are

not suitable for dealing with distributed medical databases,

due to efficiency and privacy concerns. Obligations to

improve efficiency in healthcare facilities, have stimulated

studies for the integration of medical data sources that are

naturally distributed [18]. Several database integration meth-

ods have been introduced in [43] for around 900 databases.

The distinction between biological and clinical data has been

taken into account during the process. Other methods used

to integrate heterogeneous databases are grid technology,

ensemble approaches [5] and association rules [44]. Many

privacy-preserving approaches for mining horizontally dis-

tributed databases were proposed, such as support vector

machine [18], naive Bayes classifier [45] and ensemble-based

classifiers [29]. The previous models have drawbacks such

as higher computation cost due to repeated contact with the

central agent, however, in our distributed model, each local

site performs additional computation, and then the only the

information summary will be transferred to the coordinator

site, which means that less information needs to be transmit-

ted. The importance of this lies in the fact that the cost of

communication is much higher than the cost of computing.

Moreover, only summaries, which boosts the privacy of the

medical records. In [37], a model was proposed to study the

association of blood pressure with the risk of cardiovascular

disease, in future. The problem with the model was that the
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study population was collected from Korea only; therefore,

the results cannot be generalized to different races or ethnic-

ities.

In ourmodel, we avoid this drawback in associationmining

model as follows:
• We apply our model on naturally horizontal distributed

databases using data collected from various countries.

• We validate association rules generated at each local site

using training dataset, which then results in generaliz-

able rules for all local databases.

IV. EXTRACTING ASSOCIATION RULES FROM

DISTRIBUTED MEDICAL DATA

An effective assessment approach for evaluating data min-

ing prototypes is by dividing data into training and testing

datasets. We first create a predictive model using a training

dataset and then validate it using a separate test dataset. The

objective is to minimize the effects of data discrepancies, pro-

vide better generalization when using new data, and improve

the model accuracy. First, we control the size of each set

by setting a training fraction, then we split S into Strain and

Stest . Both Strain and Stest have minimum metrics of support,

confidence and lift.

S = Strain ∪ Stest , and Strain ∩ Stest = φ, (4)

Given database D that consist of a set of transactions T ,

where a transaction t is a set of itemsets. Consider item sets

X , Y ; X H⇒ Y is an association rule. The support of X with

respect to T is defined as the proportion of transaction t in

dataset which contains the itemset X .

supp(X ) =
|{t ∈ T ; X ⊆ t}|

|T |
, (5)

The confidence value of a rule X H⇒ Y , with respect to

a set of transactions T , is the proportion of the transactions

that contains X , which also contains Y .

conf (X H⇒ Y ) =
supp(X ∪ Y )

supp(X )
, (6)

The lift is the ratio of the observed support to that expected

if X and Y were independent.

lift(X H⇒ Y ) =
supp(X ∪ Y )

supp(X ) ∗ supp(Y )
, (7)

Our decomposable solution is splitted into three algo-

rithms: The first one (Algorithm 1) will be executed by

the coordinator site, it aggregates and returns the received

results from the participating sites. The second algorithm is

the Training algorithm (Algorithm 2) which will be executed

by participating sites and returns the local association rules

associated with their support, confidence and the size of

the their databases. The third one is the Testing algorithm

(Algorithm 3) which will be executed by the participating

sites and its goals are to test the aggregated association rules

by the coordinator site and returns the result of testing to

the coordinator site. The training phase includes: (1) Medi-

cal Dataset Transformation, (2) Constraints for Association

Rules, (3) Integration of EHRs. The test phase takes as input

the integrated association rules, validates the rules on the

test dataset and then produces general association rules. Both

training and test datasets have a set of six measurements. The

first set is used to search for motives (frequent item sets)

during the training process. The second set is used to validate

the recognized motives during the testing phase.

In training phase: For each local site Di, Medical records

M are first transformed into S itemsets. Training and test

samples are split based on training fraction. In phase 1 of

training phase, we generate k-itemsets based on association

size, and group constraint.We define our predictive goal prior

to items generation. In phase 2 of training phase, we remove

irrelevant rules based on antecedent-consequence (AC) con-

straint. After searching for constrained association rules in

each local database Di, we integrate association rules at

coordinator site D. We then use weighted rules from Rtrain
to build the integration model. Weighted rules are obtained

by measuring the confidence of each rule. If confidence is

above a threshold, we use Equation (8) to calculate the local

weight of the rule. The size of a local site is determined by

the number of tuples at site i. We then calculate the global

weight of the rule using Equation (9) based on domain expert

threshold determined by medical experts; a rule is eliminated

if its weight is below a minimum value.

In testing phase: We compute some metrics on Stest to

validate the rules by removing specific rules with confidence

level below the minimum threshold. The set of predictive

rules, IR, is produced as a subset validated rules on test

dataset. It also validates integration process using test data.

Algorithm (1) gives the decomposable algorithm to find pre-

dictive rules for horizontally distributed systems. The details

of each phase is as explained below:

A. TRAINING PHASE PROCEDURE

The procedure will be executed by every local site on its

database (Training Data), see Algorithm 2.
1) Medical Data Set Transformation:

To simplify the problem, attributes are treated as

numeric or categorical data. Given a patient implicit

data D with N tuples, where D = a1, a2, . . . , aN , with

numeric, categorical, D is converted to a transactional

dataset S = S1, S2, . . . , SN . We assign an item to

each categorical value to transform attributes which

are categorical to items, while numeric attributes are

discretized (binned) and each bin becomes an item.

2) Constraints for Association Rules:

To find predictive association rules and eliminate irrel-

evant motifs (frequent item sets), search constraints

are introduced. In order to discover association rules,

we divide the problem into two steps: Step-1 searches

for associations k-itemset X such that support

ψi(X ) ≥ ψ , and Step-2 searches for all rulesX H⇒ Y

s.t. confidence αri (X H⇒ Y ) ≥ α and lift λri (X H⇒

Y ) ≥ λ. Four constraints are defined, three are used

in Step 1 and one in Step 2. Item filtering constraint,
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Algorithm 1 Distributed Algorithm to Find Predictive Rules

for Distributed Databases- Coordinator Site
1: Input: Global implicit distributed database D among N

sites.

2: Output: Integrated Predictive Rules, IR.

3: Find predictive rules, Rtraini , for each local databaseDi at

site i by calling Training()

4: Integrate the received predictive rules: Rtrain1 , Rtrain2 , . . .,

RtrainN .

5: Compute the weighted rules Rtrain as follows:

6: compute total number of tuples (Ntotal =
∑N

i=1 Ni,

where Ni is the number of tuples at site i.

7: For each rule r in Rtrain, compute:

8: local weight, Lw:

Lw(r) = αi ∗ Ni, (8)

where αi is the confidence of a rule r at site i

and Ni is the size of a local dataset Di at site i.

9: global weight, Gw:

Gw(r) =

∑N
i=1 Lw(r)

Ntotal
, (9)

10: Eliminate rules if Gwi < ǫ, where ǫ is the minimum

global weight threshold.

11: Validate integrated Rtrain on Stesti at each site:

Rtesti = Testing(Rtrain,Di)

12: From the received Rtesti , eliminate a rule ri ∈ Rtesti if

ψi(X H⇒ Y ) < ψ or αi(X H⇒ Y ) < α.

13: Finally, set IR = Rtest = Rtest1 ∪ Rtest2 ∪ . . . ∪ Rtestn

rule size constraint, and group constraints are used in

the first step, while antecedent consequent constraint is

applied in the second step.

Step 1: Depending on the prediction target G, item

filtering constraint is defined. There are item sets to

predict the presence of disease (G = ‘‘Presence’’)

and some for the nonexistence of the disease (G =

‘‘Absence’’), while some items are utilized for both

predictions. Item filtering constraint is applied prior to

the generation of item set [47]. The rule size constraint

is the second constraint to be applied in phase 1 dur-

ing the generation of item sets. We generate frequent

item sets up to size k , by eliminating frequent item

sets of size k + 1, k + 2, . . . etc. We then use group

constraint to prevent association between items related

to risk factors and items related to heart measurements.

Risk factors and heart measurements are mentioned in

Medical Data Description in section V.

Step 2: The antecedent-consequent, ac, constraint will

now be applied to the rules instead of associations.

(AC) is a sample of predictive rules and defined as

ac(Aj) = Cj. We define a set of AC constraints on

{A1, . . . ,Ap} by C = {C1, . . . ,Cp}. Cj = 1 if attribute

Aj emerges exclusively in the antecedent of a rule; Cj
= 2 if Aj emerges exclusively in the consequent.

Algorithm 2 Distributed Algorithm to Find Predictive Rules

for Distributed Databases- Training Phase Procedure

Divide your database Di into Strain and Stest based on λ.

2: Apply Item filtration constraint before generating

itemsets based on predictive goal, G(‘‘Presence’’) or

G(‘‘Absence’’).

Using minimum support and the group() constraint, find

for frequent k-itemsets on Strain for k{1, . . . , k}.

4: Produce association rules rtraini using ac() constraint,

confidence and lift thresholds.

Send back to the coordinator site the produced associ-

ation rtraini rules with support, confidence for each rule

and number of tuples at database Di (Ni).

Algorithm 3 Distributed Algorithm to Find Predictive Rules

for Distributed Databases- Testing Phase Procedure

Validate the received integrated rules Rtrain on Stest .

2: For each frequent itemset X , compute test support

ψi(X , Stest ).

For each rule X H⇒ Y ∈ rtest , compute test support

ψri (X H⇒ Y ),

4: Compute test confidence αri (X H⇒ Y ) on Stest .

Send back to the coordinator site the tested produced

association rules Rtest that have confidence greater than

threshold with their support, confidence, and number of

tuples of the database.

3) Integration of EHRs:

The data being computerized by healthcare institutions

has led to exponential expansion, due to new informa-

tion systems being employed. These information sys-

tems are segregated on the basis of type of data stored

and where they are being used. These systems work

independently, because they are localized stand-alone

systems. Health data are naturally spread across dif-

ferent sites where each site produces its own associ-

ation rules to integrate the association rules of these

different sites. We first weigh the constrained rules

resulting from the training sets rtrain of each local site

using the minimum confidence and database size of the

rule ri:

Lw(ri) = αri (X H⇒ Y ) ∗ Ni, (10)

where Ni is the number of tuples in Di at site i. Then,

we compute the total weight of each rule in Rtrain can

be computed as follows:

Gw(ri) =

∑N
i=1 Lw(ri)

Ntotal
, (11)

where Ntotal is the total number of tuples in the implicit

database D. In order to increase the efficiency of medi-

cal data, healthcare systems are integrating distributed

dataset and thus, benefit from the diversity of the local

datasets. The integration of medical databases is an
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important topic and necessary for knowledge discov-

ery. Hospitals may have particular features that requires

special integration architecture. For example, privacy is

a sensitive issue that should be thought of, during the

integration process. In our model, we preserve the pri-

vacy of patients’ records by sending only the data sum-

mary using association rules, in order to predict heart

disease without exposing private information about the

patients.

B. TESTING PHASE

The procedure will be executed by every local site on its

database (Testing Data), see Algorithm 3. The integrated

association rules are the input for testing phase. For each

local site, the rules generated at the global site Rtrain are

computed on training set Strain, and the rules Rtest ⊆

Rtrain, such that Rtest has minimum threshold measurements

ψ, α, λ on test set Stest . Rtest is computed by first setting

Rtest = Rtrain. Then, we obtain Rtrain by inspecting the

association rules on Strain with respect to minimum met-

rics ψ, α, λ. Next, for every rule in Rtest , confidence, sup-

port and lift are calculated in accordance with Stest and

rules with measurements less than thresholds are eliminated

from Rtest .

C. PREDICTION OF A HEART DISEASE

Based on the value of k, each local site produces a number

of frequent itemsets. As the value of k increases, the num-

ber of produced frequent itemsets increases and vise versa.

To ensure correctness of the prediction of heart diseases,

constraints are apply on the dataset to remove irrelevant data.

That is the data that will contribute negatively to the result is

removed. There are three types of constraints: item filteration,

group and ac.

The item filtration constraint is used to keep, or remove,

risk factors and heart measurements attributes from the

dataset. The group constraint is used to keep, or remove,

the heart measurements measurements attributes. The ac,

which is antecedent consequent constraint enforces the rules

to have only the Num attribute in the consequent, while rest

of the attributes in the antecedents.

These constraints are applied on the data to produce asso-

ciation rules at each local site. Then, these rules Rtrain will

be integrated and generalized for all sites. Next, we validate

these rules using a test set Stest to generate Rtest .

To predict heart diseases according to heart measurements

and risk factors attributes, association rules are categorized

into:

• Association rules predicting the absence of heart arteries

narrowing.

• Association rules predicting presence of heart arteries

narrowing.

A detailed discussion on the results of predicting heart

diseases from association is in Section V.C.

TABLE 2. Heart-disease attributes (constraints: on = 1, off = 0).

V. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

We used Python to implement our algorithm and to

obtain predictive rules for heart disease. The Algorithm (1)

in Section IV is applied to the medical dataset shown

in Table (2). We validated the results of our association rule

generated from local sites by combining all local datasets into

one central site and producing the association rule from that

site. We noted that when the decomposable algorithm was

executed, rules generated from local sites were the same as

those generated from the central site.

This section is organized as follows: Section V-A gives the

dataset description, section V-B includes dataset transforma-

tion and parameter settings, and section V-C provides the pre-

dictive rules produced from both training and testing phases

with varying constraints and metrics, and final discussion.

A. MEDICAL DATASET DESCRIPTION

We used Heart Disease Records acquired from UCI Machine

Learning Repository, combining numeric and categorical

attributes. Some attributes like sex and age, chol, fbs, and

trestbps, are treated as risk factor attributes. And other

attributes like exang, cp, restecg, thalach, slop, and oldpeak

are considered as heart indication measurements. Moreover,

some attributes like thal shows the presence of inherited

diseases. Num attribute indicates the target attribute for pre-

dicting disease. Table 2 shows the 14 attributes chosen for

our study. Data were naturally distributed and collected from

multiple institutions located at different geographical loca-

tions, such as Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Hungarian Insti-

tute of Cardiology, and V.A. Medical Center.

We selected almost 100 records from each institution to

test the proposed decomposable distributed algorithm (Algo-

rithm 1). In our experiments, therefore, p = 14 and N = 300.

B. PARAMETER SETTINGS

1) Transformation Parameters:

Table (2) displays the attribute names. We transform

the values based on medical settings as follows: Most
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TABLE 3. Number of associations varying k to predict presence of
disease G(‘‘Presence’’) at distributed sites.

TABLE 4. Constraints: number of rules at distributed sites (0 = off,
1 = on).

risk factor attribute values were transformed into binary

values, and other heart measurements attributes were

split into categories. Trestbps was split at cutoff 120

(normal) and 140 (high). Less than 120 was consid-

ered low. Chol was split at cutoff 200 (warning) and

250 (high). Thal was divided into categorical values

according to type of inherited blood disorder, normal,

fixed defect or reversible defect.

2) Metrics:

For training data, we used a training sample fraction

of 60%.Minimum threshold support,ψ was set to 0.01.

For rules to be medically credible, minimum confi-

dence α is set to 70%, based on based on consulta-

tion of medical doctors. Lift threshold was adjusted to

λ = 1.

C. RESULTS: PREDICTIVE ASSOCIATION RULES

1) Searching for Predictive Rules in Training Phase:

Table (3) shows the impact of varying the maximum

association size parameter k at each local site. k{3, 4}

was used to search for frequent itemsets. As k increases,

larger numbers of associations were produced.

Table (4) shows the impact of constraints on number

of rules produced. Constraint = 0 illustrates that the

constraint is off, and constraint = 1 illustrates that

constraint is on. We divided the training sample into

two sets, a set for predicting the presence of a disease,

G = (‘‘Presence’’), and a set for predicting the absence

of a disease, G = (‘‘Absence’’). Only the results for

G = (‘‘Presence’’) were displayed, but both prediction

goals had comparable results. We started by applying

item filtration constraint before generating associations

based on the prediction goal. When G = (‘‘Presence’’),

risk factors indicating ‘‘No’’, and heart measurements

indicating ‘‘no warnings were filtered out. By using

item filtration, the number of produced associations

and rules were reduced.

The second constraint used was group constraint.

For G = (‘‘Presence’’), heart measurements were the

group constraints. While for G = (‘‘Absence’’), two

group constraints existed, risk factors, and heart mea-

surements. The third constraint was antecedent con-

sequent constraint; only the Num attribute belonged

TABLE 5. Number of rules varying k to predict presence of disease
G(‘‘Presence’’) at central site.

TABLE 6. Number of associations and rules varying minimum support to
predict presence of disease G(‘‘Presence’’) at global site.

to consequent, while rest of the attributes belonged

to antecedents. Antecedent-consequent constraint does

not change according to prediction goal. This constraint

has a great effect on the number of produced rules,

unlike group constraints which is not considered as

effective. When constraints were ON, almost 97% of

rules were filtered out. These are not the definitive

rules, as validation process was to be applied. More

rules were filtered out during the test phase and the final

rules were obtained. These rules will not be specific to

a local database, rather they will be generalized for the

distributed database.

2) Validating Rules Based on Training Set and Test Set:

After the integration process, we validate the produced

rules Rtrain using a test set Stest to generate Rtest . This

process was used to remove the specific rules and to

test integration validity. In Table (5), when k = 3, 30%

of rules are eliminated. This percentage increases into

60% when k is 4. This indicates the importance of

validation process in reducing number of rules.

When varying minimum support in Table (6), the num-

ber of associations and rules were reduced by increas-

ing threshold. By increasing theminimum support from

0.01 to 0.1, the numbers of associations and rules

are decreased by about 80%. During the association

process, only support metric is taken into considera-

tion; while during rules generation, support, confidence

and lift are considered. In Table 6, time indicates the

execution time from transformation until validation.

As shown in Table 5, time grows with larger k . It also

increased by reducing support, which resulted in an

increase in the number of associations.

3) Final Discussion on Predicting Heart Disease with

Association Rules: Here, we elaborate on the impor-

tance of the medical rules in anticipating heart diseases

according to heart measurements and risk factors

attributes.

Rules are categorized into: (a) Association rules pre-

dicting the absence of heart arteries narrowing based on

the absence of risk factors and normal measurements.

(b) Association rules predicting presence of heart arter-

ies narrowing based on the existence of risk factors

and defect measurements. We search for rules with

antecedents of k = 4, and high metrics. Parameters

threshold are set as follows: ψ = 0.01, α = 70% and
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TABLE 7. Association rules predicting absence of heart disease G(‘‘Absence’’).

λ = 1. Rules with minimum support are supposed

to be available in at least three patients. Rules with

confidence less than 70% are not medically reliable.

Rules are selected after running distributed integration

algorithm and after validation using test set.

a) Predicting Absence of Heart Disease: In

Table (7), when confidence is 100%, rules with

typical and non-angina chest pain appears with

the absence of heart disease. There is a rule

for male with low cholesterol level and another

rule for an old age with blood pressure higher

than 140. Both rules have low support. A rule

for a female with fasting blood sugar less than

120 indicates absence of arteries narrowing.

We observe plentiful of chest pain in all rules,

when confidence is higher than 90% with lift

less than 2. There are important rules that show

the link between absence of arteries narrowing

and normal measurements. A rule with normal

thal, resting blood pressure below 140, and false

exercise induced angina appears with high sup-

port, as the rest of the rules. There are some

rules for warningmeasurements, such as those for

females with high cholesterol levels and females

with old age, which still indicate lack of heart nar-

rowing when combined with non-anginal chest

pain. Another interesting rule is with high resting

blood pressure and old age combined with typical

chest pain. All of these rules appear when the

support value is low, confidence is 100% and lift

is less than 2. Lastly, simple rules with a single

antecedent are generated. Each rule has either

high support with low confidence and low lift,

or low support with high confidence and high lift.

b) Predicting Presence of Heart Disease: As in rules

predicting absence of a disease, in Table (8),

chest pain attribute appears the most in presence

of narrowing heart arteries as well. We selected

high metrics rules with confidence 100% and

lift higher than 2. Rules with high risk and

defect measurements also appeared. For example,

the presence of narrowing heart is associated with

high resting blood pressure even in the absence of

chest pain. Also, a defect that with the presence

of exang are associated with greater narrowing

of the heart arteries for older people. Interest-

ingly, a fasting blood sugar that is higher than

120 is associated with the presence of a heart

disease even with low support for people in the

age between 40 and 60.

When confidence was between 90% and 100%,

with lift above 2, and support value low, asymp-

tomatic chest pain was found to associate with the

narrowing of the heart arteries. These rules hold

even in the presence of high chol level, and either

flat slope or presence of exang.

Interestingly, when we dropped confidence below

90%, less items appeared in the antecedents. Nar-

rowing of heart arteries is associated with defect

thal or high chol level. These rules are associ-

ated with asymptomatic chest pain. Lift appeared

strong in all rules. When restricting the rules to

only two items, narrowing of heart arteries was

associated with high rate of heart beat and exer-

cise induced angina.

D. COMPLEXITY COMPUTING AND SECURITY

CONSIDERATION

Traditionally, the algorithm complexity is evaluated in terms

of memory and CPU time, however, this cost model is

well-suited for computations on a single computer and the

closely-coupled processors. When a number of loosely net-

worked nodes are involved in a cooperative computation, the

communication cost becomes the overwhelmingly dominant
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TABLE 8. Association rules predicting presence of heart disease G(‘‘Presence’’).

component of the total cost [48]. According to our expe-

rience in designing and analysis of network decomposable

algorithms, every algorithm step must have a number of

exchanged messages for computing the various quantitative

values. In this work and previous works [14]–[17], we use

complexity models that involves the number of exchanged

messages and reflecting the efficiency of decomposition car-

ried out by the network algorithm. Due to the size of the

messages, in this paper we consider Exchanging One Sum-

mary Per Message Model where only one local computation

request is exchanged per message at a time.

In this section, for complexity analysis, we specify below

an expression for the number of messages that need to

be exchanged among the cooperated sites to generate the

final association rules. Let us say there are n datasets,

D1,D2, . . .Dn, residing at n different network sites.

As seen above, frequent itemsets and association rules

at each level of the algorithm can be determined by each

site., i.e., the number of messages exchanged will be only n

messages among the participating nodes. Then, the integrated

association rules will be at coordinator site with no exchanged

messages.

Finally for the validation phase, we need to validate the

integrated association rules by each site, i.e., we need n

exchangedmessages for validation phase. Therefore, the total

number of exchanged messages will be 2 ∗ n, i.e. we need

to exchange a total of 2 ∗ n messages among the stationary

agents to run the association rule algorithm. This number of

messages is not dependent on the number of tuples contained

in each database and the system, therefore, is easily scalable

to large databases. Also, this number of messages is much

smaller than the data that may need to be transferred if we

were to accumulate all databases at one site and then perform

the data mining task. We have demonstrated above that the

association rules algorithm can return the same results for

distributed databases without having to move the databases

to a centralized site. From the point of view of data security

and privacy, the following observations can be made: No

data tuple is exchanged between the sites and only the local

association rules will be moved to the coordinator site.

E. SECURITY AND PRIVACY DISCUSSION

In the above, we proposed an algorithm for finding the asso-

ciation rules in a distributed database environment. In such

environment, one would be interested in preserving the secu-

rity and the privacy of the data. Our goal is to protect

against eavesdroppers on the communication between the

sites. We also would like to preserve the privacy of each site

as much as possible.

1) EAVESDROPPING

Malicious attacker can listen to the communication between

two different sites to obtain copy of the sent information. In

this section, we show that anonymous listener cannot com-

promise the privacy of the transmitted information. To cal-

culate the global results of support and confidence for the

association rules, sites exchange information such as support

and confidence, and number of tuples on site Dj that have

the same attributes. To preserve the confidentiality of the

information the proposed algorithm uses secure hash function

to avoid sending the local results of siteDj. Each site will send

support, confidence, and number of tuples of its local data as

a hash digest. Each site Dj calculates the hash digest for its

values as follow:

Hash Digest = hA(Ksvalue), (12)

Hash Digest = hA(Kcvalue), (13)

Hash Digest = hA(Knvalue), (14)

where K is a secret key that is shared and used by all the sites

and svalue, cvalue, nvalue are the support and confidence, and

number of tuples of Dj, respectively. This way the attacker or

the listener cannot figure out the transmitted values. At the

same time, since all sites are using the same key K and hash

function hA() the coordinator site can still match hash digest

values to form the global results. Anonymous listener cannot

also figure out whether a specific site has a tuple with specific

attribute value or not. The use of secret key in the hash makes

it impossible for the anonymous listener to know the actual

values that are sent.

Also, participating sites send counts of the transactions that

contain the received item sets. Sites do not send actual values
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of support, confidence, and number of tuples, but rather they

multiply them by a secret constant. Thus, anonymous attacker

who listens to the channel cannot figure out the original

values of site j. Note that multiplying the support, confidence,

and number of tuples values by secret constant will not affect

the calculation of the global values because this secret value

will be factored out at the coordinator site. Thus in summary,

anonymous listener will not be able to figure out the the

distinct values of the support, confidence, and number of

tuples at any participating site.

2) SITE PRIVACY

This section discuss how much privacy each site can preserve

even though the different sites need to collaborate to answer

quires. More specifically we will address the the support,

confidence, and number of tuples for each site.

Recall that all sites are using the same secret key. Site i

cannot-figure out the support, confidence, and the number of

tuples values of site j because the secure hash is a one way

function. The participating sites send the hash of these values

to coordinator site rather than sending the values themselves.

If site i does not have a copy of the database schema, it cannot

figure out the values that other sites send to the coordinator

site.

In summary, the privacy of patients data is preserved since

raw medical records are not exchanged between the local

sites and the coordinator site. Only a secure summaries are

exchanged.

F. EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In order to show the advantages of our Distributed Associ-

ation Rule Mining for Predicting Heart Diseases algorithm

(DRAM-PHD), we have performed a number of tests that

demonstrate the ability of the proposed algorithm to work

correctly in a distributed knowledge environment without

moving all the databases to a single site. The tests were per-

formed to find out the effect of various parameters on the final

result. The two important variables that affect the result are:
1) the number of sites.

2) the number of tuples per database.
These tests have been carried out on a network of work-

stations connected by a LAN and tested against a number

of databases of different sizes. We compare our results with

the results of the algorithm in [7] where the authors solved

the same problem in vertically distributed databases which

will be same as horizontally distributed if all attributes are

shared among the sites, i.e., all attributes are the same in all

local databases. The algorithm in [7] has 2 versions: Opti-

mized (Optimized PDMAR), where the coordinator site will

simultaneously receive all results from the participating sites,

while in the Un-optimized version (Un-optimized PDMAR),

the coordinator site will receive the results from participating

sites one at a time.
1) Changing Number of Sites: The first test was exe-

cuted to demonstrate how the elapsed time and the

number of exchanged messages varies with the number

FIGURE 3. Message exchanges versus number of local sites in Optimized
PDMAR, Un-optimized PDMAR and the proposed algorithm.

of local sites. In this test, we used the same setting

as in [7], where number of participating sites varies

between 2 and 20, and the time of sending a message is

0.125 second.

Figure 3 shows the number of exchanged messages

between the participating sites and the coordinator site

in the proposed algorithm, Optimized PDMAR and

Un-optimized PDMAR. It can be seen easily that the

number of exchanged messages increases as the num-

ber of local sites increases and the proposed algorithm

has the smallest number of exchanged messages. This

because the Optimized PDMAR and the Un-optimized

PDMAR algorithms create a relation called shared and

deal with each each set of tuples that correspondence

to a shared tuple as a class. Creating shared relation

and dealing with each class need more exchanged mes-

sages and so more elapsed time, while the proposed

algorithm deals with all tuples at a participating site

as a class. Figure 4 shows how the elapsed time to

find the association rules in an implicit database D

changes with the number of local sites in the pro-

posed, Optimized PDMAR andUn-optimized PDMAR

algorithms. It can be seen easily that the elapsed time

increases as the number of local sites increases. and the

proposed algorithm has the least elapsed time because

the elapsed time depends on the number of exchanged

messages.

2) Changing theTotal Number of Tuples in the Implicit

Database: In the second test, we demonstrate how the

number of exchanged messages and the elapsed time

vary with the number of tuples in the implicit database,

i.e., with varying number of tuples at participating sites.

Figure 5 shows the number of exchanged messages

between the participating sites and the coordinator to

find the association rules with varying the total num-
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FIGURE 4. Elapsed time versus number of local sites in Optimized
PDMAR, Un-optimized PDMAR and the proposed algorithm.

FIGURE 5. Exchanged messages versus number of tuples in the implicit
database in Optimized PDMAR, Un-optimized PDMAR and the proposed
algorithm.

ber of tuples in the implicit database D in proposed,

Optimized PDMAR, and Un-optimized PDMAR algo-

rithms. It can be seen easily that the number of

exchanged messages increases as the number of local

sites increases and the proposed algorithm has the

least number of exchanged messages for same reasons

above.

Figure 6 shows how the elapsed time to find the asso-

ciation rules in an implicit database D changes with

the number of tuples at participating sites in proposed,

Optimized PDMAR and Un-optimized PDMAR algo-

rithms. It can be seen easily that the elapsed time

increases as the number of participating sites increases

and the proposed algorithm has the least elapsed time

for the same reasons above.

FIGURE 6. Elapsed time versus number of tuples in the implicit database
in Optimized PDMAR, Un-optimized PDMAR and the proposed algorithm.

3) Comparing with Traditional Algorithms: In this test,

we have compared the results of proposed algorithm

with the results of the sequential algorithm in [3], which

also discovers heart disease through association rules,

in terms of the produced association rules and the

elapsed time to produce these rules. The system in [3]

has its dataset in one central site, while our proposed

algorithm works on a dataset that is distributed among

three participating sites. The algorithm succeeds in

obtaining the same results to those that achieved by

moving all the databases to one site, joining them, and

then executing the traditional association rules algo-

rithm as in [3].
From the above results, it is evident that the performance of

our proposed algorithm continues to achieve the best results.

VI. CONCLUSION

Healthcare around the world is committed to providing qual-

ity care to patients via electronic health records. Due to

the distributed nature of the EHRs, shared access to health

records should be made possible and data integration should

be established. Preserving the privacy of patient information

is an important consideration when handling medical data.

We have developed a privacy-preserving integration model

based on association rules for predicting heart disease using

patient data collected from horizontally distributed databases.

Ourmodel allows the sharing of data summaries (useful infor-

mation) to be used to predict heart disease. These summaries

are not accompanied by private patient information. Our

approach is the first to use association rules metrics for natu-

rally distributed medical datasets to generate weighted rules,

which are further generalized using independent test datasets

rather than using specific rules for each local model. In the

future, work to discover more privacy-preserving integration

models for vertically and horizontally distributed systems can

be considered.
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